West Meadows Primary School – Theme Organiser
Theme: Invasion Games - Netball

Year: 3

What should I already know/be able to do?

How will I use this learning in What vocabulary should I learn?

•

Perform some dribbling skills with hands and feet
using space

•

Pass a ball accurately (hands & feet) over longer
distances to a team mate

•

Combine stopping, pick up/collect & send a ball
accurately to other players

•

Make simple decisions about when /where to move in
game to receive a ball

Subject: Physical Education

the future?
In your 4 you will use a chest pass
and shoulder pass to support team
in scoring, make decisions regarding
which is the best type of pass to
use. You will start to identify space
to move into and show a clear

Make a series of passes to team mates moving
towards a scoring area.

•

Show some signs of using a chest pass and shoulder
pass.

•

Show a target to indicate where I’d like to pass to.

•

Know where space is and try to move into it.

•

Mark another player and defend when needed.

Shooting

the centre takes this pass from the centre circle at the start of a game
or after each goal
double dodge
move one way then the other before pushing off explosively in the
direction of travel
footwork

target to receive a pass.

how you land when receiving the ball

What should I be able to do by the end?
•

centre pass

one-on-one marking

Pivot:

players marking their opposition player to prevent them from receiving

Use pivoting to get
a good passing

or passing the ball

position. Keep one

obstruction

foot on the floor

if you are closer than 1m to the player with the ball this is obstruction

and turn around

offside

using the other foot.

to enter an area of the court you are not allowed

Passing:

pivot
swivelling on the ball of one foot and stepping with the other foot to

Chest pass:

face a different direction

The quickest, most accurate

straight lead run
outrun a defender by quickly accelerating forwards at a 45˚ angle to

and most used pass.

receive a pass

Bounce Pass

throw in

Use for short distances or

if the ball leaves the court a throw in is taken by the opposite team

when space is restricted.

toss up

Overhead/Lob Pass

when simultaneous possession occurs, a toss-up is taken

Use pivoting to get into a

Other

good passing position.

Dodging, sprinting, balancing, momentum, agility, determination, stability,
flexibility

Catching.
Catching the ball is very important
Make sure you stay aware.

Traveling

Stop

Pivot

Pass

Move
into
Space

Recieve

Hands in front ready to collect
The ball.

Mark

Defend

Attack

You cannot travel with the ball in netball. Remember to
stop and pivot when you receive the ball.

West Meadows Primary School – Theme Organiser
Theme: Invasion Games - Netball

Year: 4

Subject: Physical Education

What should I already know/be able to do?

How will I use this

What vocabulary should I learn?

learning in the future?

centre pass

•

Make a series of passes to team mates moving towards a
scoring area.

•

Show some signs of using a chest pass and shoulder
pass.

•

Show a target to indicate where I’d like to pass to.

•

Know where space is and try to move into it.

•

Mark another player and defend when needed

In your 5 you will use all
passes correctly while in small
games. Use a range of speeds
during the game to help support
your team. You will learn how to
lose a player to receive a pass
and how to make interceptions.

What should I be able to do by the end?
•

Use a chest pass and shoulder pass to support team in
scoring.

•

Make decisions regarding which is the best type of pass
to use.

•

Begin to use a bounce pass, which only bounces once.

•

Identify space to move into and show a clear target to
receive a pass.

•

Mark another player and begin to attempt interceptions.

•

Know where positions are allowed on a court

Shooting

or after each goal
double dodge
move one way then the other before pushing off explosively in the
direction of travel
footwork
how you land when receiving the ball
one-on-one marking

Pivot:

players marking their opposition player to prevent them from receiving

Use pivoting to get
a good passing

or passing the ball

positions. Keep one

obstruction

foot on the floor

if you are closer than 1m to the player with the ball this is obstruction

and turn around

offside

using the other

to enter an area of the court you are not allowed

foot.

pivot
swivelling on the ball of one foot and stepping with the other foot to

Passing:

face a different direction
straight lead run

Chest pass:
The quickest, most accurate

outrun a defender by quickly accelerating forwards at a 45˚ angle to
receive a pass

and most used pass.

throw in

Bounce Pass

if the ball leaves the court a throw in is taken by the opposite team

Use for short distances or
when space is restricted.
Overhead/Lob Pass
Use pivoting to get into a
good passing position.
Catching.

the centre takes this pass from the centre circle at the start of a game

toss up
when simultaneous possession occurs, a toss-up is taken
Other
Interception, opponent, possession, defence, attack, conceding, centre circle,
goal attack/defence/keeper/shooter, wing attack/defence

Traveling

Catching the ball is very important
Make sure you stay aware.
Hands in front ready to collect
The ball.

Stop
Mark

Pivot
Defend

Attack

Pass

Move
into
Space

You cannot travel with the ball

Recieve

in netball. Remember to stop
and pivot when you receive the
ball.

West Meadows Primary School – Theme Organiser
Theme: Invasion Games - Netball

Year: 5

Subject: Physical Education

What should I already know/be able to do?

How will I use this

What vocabulary should I learn?

learning in the future?

centre pass

•

Use a chest pass and shoulder pass to support team in
scoring.

•

Make decisions regarding which is the best type of pass
to use.

•

Begin to use a bounce pass, which only bounces once.

•

Identify space to move into and show a clear target to
receive a pass.

•

Mark another player and begin to attempt interceptions.

•

Know where positions are allowed on a court

In your 6 you will learn to use
your landing foot to change
direction and lose a defender.
Draw defenders away to create
space and position your body to
defend and intercept successfully.

Use all three passes (chest, shoulder & bounce) correctly.

•

Use a range of speeds within a game to support a team
in scoring.

•

Begin to use square (across the court) & straight (up &
down the court) passes to achieve pace.

•

Lose a defender to receive a pass.

•

Defend a player and make some successful interceptions
(snatch & catch) when playing as a team.

Shooting

direction of travel
footwork

Pivot:

or passing the ball

Use pivoting to get

obstruction

a good passing

if you are closer than 1m to the player with the ball this is obstruction

positions. Keep one

offside

foot on the floor

to enter an area of the court you are not allowed

and turn around
using the other

pivot

foot.

swivelling on the ball of one foot and stepping with the other foot to
face a different direction

Chest pass:

straight lead run
outrun a defender by quickly accelerating forwards at a 45˚ angle to
receive a pass

Bounce Pass
Use for short distances or
when space is restricted.

throw in
if the ball leaves the court a throw in is taken by the opposite team
toss up

Overhead/Lob Pass
Use pivoting to get into a

when simultaneous possession occurs, a toss-up is taken
Other
Pivoting, footwork rule, switch, press, retreat, obstruction, etiquette

good passing position.

Make sure you stay aware.

move one way then the other before pushing off explosively in the

players marking their opposition player to prevent them from receiving

and most used pass.

Catching the ball is very important

double dodge

one-on-one marking

The quickest, most accurate

Catching.

or after each goal

how you land when receiving the ball

What should I be able to do by the end?
•

the centre takes this pass from the centre circle at the start of a game

Traveling

Stop

Pivot

Pass

Move
into
Space

Recieve

Hands in front ready to collect
The ball.

Mark

Defend

Attack

You cannot travel with the ball in netball. Remember to
stop and pivot when you receive the ball.

West Meadows Primary School – Theme Organiser
Rules of High-5 Netball and Court Positions:

Attacking and Defending:

The Footwork Rule:
-Players who land on one foot when they
catch the ball may use their other foot to
step in any direction. The foot that was
on the ground first should not move but
can be rotated to allow pivot.
-Players who land on two feet when they
catch the ball can choose one foot to step
in any direction. Once they have moved

When 2 players simultaneously

the foot, the other foot should not move

gain ball possession, knock

but can be rotated on to pivot.

the ball off court, are offside

If the footwork rule is broken, the other
team will be given a free pass. This
includes id a player moves, hops on or
drags their landing foot.

with the ball or make contact
a toss- up is taken.

West Meadows Primary School – Theme Organiser
Theme: Invasion Games - Netball

Year: 6

What should I already know/be able to do?

How will I use this learning in What vocabulary should I learn?

•

Make a series of passes to team mates moving
towards a scoring area.

•

Show some signs of using a chest pass and shoulder
pass.

•

Show a target to indicate where I’d like to pass to.

•

Know where space is and try to move into it.

•

Mark another player and defend when needed.

Subject: Physical Education

the future?

centre pass

In KS3 you will play competitive

the centre takes this pass from the centre circle at the start of a game

games and use all your previous
knowledge of attacking and defending
along with tactics to help you

Know which pass is best to use and when in a
game.

•

Use a range of square & straight passes to change
direction of the ball.

•

Use landing foot to change direction to lose a
defender.

•

Draw defender away to create space for self or team.

•

Position body to defend effectively, making successful

direction of travel
footwork
how you land when receiving the ball

Pivot:

one-on-one marking

Use pivoting to get

players marking their opposition player to prevent them from receiving

a good passing
position. Keep one

or passing the ball

foot on the floor

obstruction

and turn around

if you are closer than 1m to the player with the ball this is obstruction

using the other foot.

offside
to enter an area of the court you are not allowed

interceptions.

Shooting

pivot

Passing:

swivelling on the ball of one foot and stepping with the other foot to
face a different direction

Chest pass:

straight lead run

The quickest, most accurate

outrun a defender by quickly accelerating forwards at a 45˚ angle to

and most used pass.

receive a pass

Bounce Pass

throw in

Use for short distances or

if the ball leaves the court a throw in is taken by the opposite team

when space is restricted.

toss up

Overhead/Lob Pass

when simultaneous possession occurs, a toss-up is taken
Other

Use pivoting to get into a

Dodging, sprinting, balancing, momentum, agility, determination, stability,

good passing position.
Catching.
Catching the ball is very important

flexibility

Traveling

Stop

Pivot

Pass

Make sure you stay aware.
Hands in front ready to collect
The ball.

double dodge
move one way then the other before pushing off explosively in the

win/play better.

What should I be able to do by the end?
•

or after each goal

Move
into
Space

Recieve

You cannot travel with the ball in netball. Remember to
Mark

Defend

Attack

stop and pivot when you receive the ball.

West Meadows Primary School – Theme Organiser
Rules of High-5 Netball and Court Positions:

Attacking and Defending:

The Footwork Rule:
-Players who land on one foot when they
catch the ball may use their other foot to
step in any direction. The foot that was
on the ground first should not move but
can be rotated to allow pivot.
-Players who land on two feet when they
catch the ball can choose one foot to step
in any direction. Once they have moved

When 2 players simultaneously

the foot, the other foot should not move

gain ball possession, knock

but can be rotated on to pivot.

the ball off court, are offside

If the footwork rule is broken, the other
team will be given a free pass. This
includes id a player moves, hops on or
drags their landing foot.

with the ball or make contact
a toss- up is taken.
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